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Charles Krauthammer writes on John Kerry; Clueless in Gaza.  
John Kerry is upset by heavy criticism from Israelis — left, right and center — of his recent cease-
fire diplomacy. But that’s only half the story. More significant is the consternation of America’s Arab 
partners, starting with the president of the Palestinian Authority. Mahmoud Abbas was stunned that 
Kerry would fly off to Paris to negotiate with Hamas allies Qatar and Turkey in talks that excluded 
the PA and Egypt. 

The talks also undermined Egypt’s cease-fire proposal, which Israel had accepted and Hamas 
rejected (and would have prevented the vast majority of the casualties on both sides). “Kerry tried 
through his latest plan to destroy the Egyptian bid,” charged a senior Palestinian official quoted in 
the Arab daily Asharq Al-Awsat — a peace plan that the PA itself had supported. 

It gets worse. Kerry did not just trample an Egyptian initiative. It was backed by the entire Arab 
League and specifically praised by Saudi Arabia. With the exception of Qatar — more a bank than 
a country — the Arabs are unanimous in wanting to see Hamas weakened, if not overthrown. The 
cease-fire-in-place they backed would have denied Hamas any reward for starting this war, while 
what Kerry brought back from Paris granted practically all of its demands. 

Which is what provoked the severe criticism Kerry received at home. When as respected and 
scrupulously independent a national security expert as David Ignatius calls Kerry’s intervention a 
blunder, you know this is not partisan carping from the usual suspects. This is general amazement 
at Kerry’s cluelessness. ... 

... Whatever his intent, Kerry legitimized Hamas’s war criminality. Which makes his advocacy of 
Hamas’s terms not just a strategic blunder — enhancing a U.S.-designated terrorist group just 
when a wall-to-wall Arab front wants to see it gone — but a moral disgrace. 

  
  
Andrew Malcolm analyzes President Part-timer bragging about last month's job report.  

... Take this June, for instance. Obama boasts the economy under his administration helped to 
create "about 300,000 new jobs." (Actually, 288,000.) 

OK. Let's look inside those numbers. During that month the United States, in fact, lost 523,000 full-
time jobs. They were replaced by 811,000 new jobs. 

That might look good, until you realize that only 12,000 of those new jobs -- 1.4% -- were full-time. 
The other 799,000 "new jobs" -- nearly 99% -- that Obama's claiming credit for were only part-time. 

Apparently, in his remarks President Obama can't find time to go into such detail. We're pleased to 
help him out. 

  
  
 
 
 
 



Nate Silver has an extensive analysis of the chances for the GOP to snag the Senate. 
This is worth reading carefully and bookmarking because on election night if you see 
Gardner in Colorado and Ernst in Iowa winning, then it will be a very good night for 
Republicans.  
If Americans elected an entirely new set of senators every two years — as they elect members of 
the House of Representatives — this November’s Senate contest would look like a stalemate. 
President Obama remains unpopular; his approval ratings have ticked down a point or two over the 
past few months. But the Republican Party remains a poor alternative in the eyes of many voters, 
which means it may not be able to exploit Obama’s unpopularity as much as it otherwise might. 

Generic Congressional ballot polls — probably the best indicator of the public’s overall mood 
toward the parties — suggest a relatively neutral partisan environment. Most of those polls show 
Democrats with a slight lead, but many of them are conducted among registered voters, meaning 
they can overstate Democrats’ standing as compared with polls of the people most likely to vote. 
Republicans usually have a turnout advantage, especially in midterm years, and their voters 
appear to be more enthusiastic about this November’s elections. Still, the gap is not as wide as it 
was in 2010. 

The problem for Democrats is that this year’s Senate races aren’t being fought in neutral territory. 
Instead, the Class II senators on the ballot this year come from states that gave Obama an 
average of just 46 percent of the vote in 2012. 

Democrats hold the majority of Class II seats now, but that’s because they were last contested in 
2008, one of the best Democratic years of the past half-century. That year, Democrats won the 
popular vote for the U.S. House by almost 11 percentage points. Imagine if 2008 had been a 
neutral partisan environment instead. We can approximate this by applying a uniform swing of 11 
percentage points toward Republicans in each Senate race. In that case, Democrats would have 
lost the races in Alaska, Colorado, Louisiana, Minnesota, New Hampshire, North Carolina and 
Oregon — and Republicans would already hold a 52-48 majority in the Senate. 

It therefore shouldn’t be surprising that we continue to see Republicans as slightly more likely than 
not to win a net of six seats this November and control of the Senate. A lot of it is simply reversion 
to the mean. This may not be a “wave” election as 2010 was, but Republicans don’t need a wave 
to take over the Senate. ... 

  
  
Jennifer Rubin has a great idea. Why not "pull the plug on those phony Sunday talk 
shows?"  
On the Sunday talk shows, American politicians come in three categories. The first are there to 
impart spin that neither the host nor the audience buys. The second are there to be the subject of 
ridicule by the mainstream media and thereby prove helpful to Democrats. The third are there for 
the media to test and prod potential candidates for something. (Obtaining information from pols or 
determining their position on an issue is a minor concern. With 24/7 news, social media and uber-
partisanship, it is rare that a pol ever says something new, informative or surprising.) All three 
categories were on full display Sunday. 

We’ve noted before that when it comes to laughable spin on an Obama administration scandal or 
political ploy, the White House often resorts to sending out Dan Pfeiffer, who seems incapable of 
being shamed and will gladly say anything. It has gotten to the point that when he appears, you 



know something laughably false is going to be said. We were not disappointed on ABC’s “This 
Week”: ... 

  
The Koch Bros. gave $25 million to the United Negro College Fund. Armstrong 
Williams defends the fund against the leftists who have criticized the fund for accepting 
the gift.   
During the first week of June, the United Negro College Fund (UNCF) received a generous $25 
million donation from conservative/libertarian billionaires Charles and David Koch.  

At a time when historically black colleges and universities are struggling to obtain funding for 
hopeful African Americans students, you would think that the UNCF and other prominent African 
American leaders would rejoice over the fifth largest donation in UNCF history.  

Instead, the reaction to the $25 million donation has been anything but thankful. Some individuals 
on twitter wrote “UNCF literally sells ‘their soul to the devil’ accepting checks from the Koch 
Brothers without knowing their evil history” or “Koch donation to UNCF tells children everywhere 
that money is first and integrity is unnecessary.”  

Executive director of Color for Change, Rashad Robinson, said, “Charity is not justice. Giving 
someone a check at the end of spending years putting in laws to suppress them is not justice. It's 
cover. It's maybe allowing the Kochs to sleep well at night.” ... 

  
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
Washington Post 
Clueless in Gaza 
by Charles Krauthammer 

John Kerry is upset by heavy criticism from Israelis — left, right and center — of his recent cease-
fire diplomacy. But that’s only half the story. More significant is the consternation of America’s Arab 
partners, starting with the president of the Palestinian Authority. Mahmoud Abbas was stunned that 
Kerry would fly off to Paris to negotiate with Hamas allies Qatar and Turkey in talks that excluded 
the PA and Egypt. 

The talks also undermined Egypt’s cease-fire proposal, which Israel had accepted and Hamas 
rejected (and would have prevented the vast majority of the casualties on both sides). “Kerry tried 
through his latest plan to destroy the Egyptian bid,” charged a senior Palestinian official quoted in 
the Arab daily Asharq Al-Awsat — a peace plan that the PA itself had supported. 

It gets worse. Kerry did not just trample an Egyptian initiative. It was backed by the entire Arab 
League and specifically praised by Saudi Arabia. With the exception of Qatar — more a bank than 
a country — the Arabs are unanimous in wanting to see Hamas weakened, if not overthrown. The 
cease-fire-in-place they backed would have denied Hamas any reward for starting this war, while 
what Kerry brought back from Paris granted practically all of its demands. 



Which is what provoked the severe criticism Kerry received at home. When as respected and 
scrupulously independent a national security expert as David Ignatius calls Kerry’s intervention a 
blunder, you know this is not partisan carping from the usual suspects. This is general amazement 
at Kerry’s cluelessness. 

Kerry seems oblivious to the strategic reality that Hamas launched its rockets in the hope not of 
defeating Israel but of ending its intra-Arab isolation (which it brilliantly achieves in the Qatar-
Turkey peace proposal). Hamas’s radicalism has alienated nearly all of its Arab neighbors.  

●Egypt cut it off — indeed blockaded Gaza — because of Hamas’s support for the Muslim 
Brotherhood and terrorist attacks on Egyptian soldiers in Sinai. 

●Fatah, the main element of the Palestinian Authority, is a bitter enemy, particularly since its Gaza 
members were terrorized, kneecapped, expelled and/or killed when Hamas seized Gaza in a 2007 
coup. 

●Hamas is non grata in Syria, where it had been previously headquartered, for supporting the anti-
government rebels. 

●Hamas is deeply opposed by Jordan, Saudi Arabia and the Gulf states, which see it, correctly, as 
yet another branch of the Islamist movement that threatens relatively moderate pro-Western Arab 
states. 

Kerry seems not to understand that the Arab League backed the Egyptian cease-fire-in-place, 
which would have left Hamas weak and isolated, to ensure that Hamas didn’t emerge from this war 
strengthened and enhanced. 

Why didn’t Kerry just stay home and declare unequivocal U.S. support for the Egyptian/Arab 
League plan? Instead, he flew off to Paris and sent Jerusalem a package of victories for Hamas: 
lifting the blockade from Egypt, opening the border with Israel, showering millions of foreign cash 
to pay the salaries of the 43,000 (!) government workers that the near-insolvent Hamas cannot. 

Forget about Israeli interests. Forget about Arab interests. The American interest is to endorse and 
solidify this emerging axis of moderate pro-American partners (Israel, Egypt, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, 
the United Arab Emirates and other Gulf states, and the Palestinian Authority) intent on seeing 
Islamist radicalism blunted and ultimately defanged. 

Yet America’s secretary of state doesn’t see it. Speaking of Hamas-run Gaza, Kerry actually said in 
Paris: “The Palestinians can’t have a cease-fire in which they think the status quo is going to stay.” 

What must change? Gazans need “goods that can come in and out . . . a life that is free from the 

current restraints.” 

But the only reason for those “restraints,” why goods are unable to go in and out, is that for a 
decade Hamas has used this commerce to import and develop weapons for making war on Israel. 

Remember the complaints that the heartless Israelis were not allowing enough imports of concrete 
for schools and hospitals? Well, now we know where the concrete went — into an astonishingly 
vast array of tunnels for infiltrating neighboring Israeli villages and killing civilians. (More than half a 
million tons, estimates the Israeli military.)  



Lifting the blockade would mean a flood of arms, rockets, missile parts and other implements of 
terror for Hamas. What is an American secretary of state doing asserting that Hamas cannot cease 
fire unless it gets that? 

Moreover, the fire from which Hamas will not cease consists of deliberate rocket attacks on Israeli 
cities — by definition, a war crime.  

Whatever his intent, Kerry legitimized Hamas’s war criminality. Which makes his advocacy of 
Hamas’s terms not just a strategic blunder — enhancing a U.S.-designated terrorist group just 
when a wall-to-wall Arab front wants to see it gone — but a moral disgrace. 

  
  
 
 
IBD 
Helping President Obama grasp his job numbers 
by Andrew Malcolm  

This summer President Obama has attended a bumper crop of political fundraisers, now more than 
400 since taking office. He claims he wants to work with the House Republicans he mocks as 
"hatin' on" him. And, of course, Obama boasts of creating new jobs. 

In his weekly remarks last Saturday and almost every other week, Obama has declared 
something like: "Our economy created over 200,000 new jobs in July. That’s on top of about 
300,000 new jobs in June." He asserts there would have been even more had it not been for those 
you-know-who's in the House. 

The economy is by far the most important factor controlling Obama's weakening job approval, still 
underwater at 41%. Approval of his economic job is even worse. So, he grabs at any seemingly 
positive job news, hoping to mitigate damage in November's midterm elections. 

Those new monthly job figures he cites are true, as far as they go. 

But as usual with this Chicago pol's declaratory statements, there's much more hidden than 
revealed. 

Obama does not mention that July's unemployment rate ticked up to 6.2%. He does not mention 
that July's new employment figure was lower than expected. And, of course, he will never recall 
that this is the fifth straight summer of the 2010 Recovery Summer that turned out to be as invisible 
as this administration's transparency. 

That 2010 summer was when both Obama and Joe "That Three-Letter Word J-O-B-S" Biden 
promised that their nearly trillion-dollars of stimulus spending -- that vast sum that went straight to 
enhance the national debt -- would be creating "hundreds of thousands" of new jobs in the very 
next month. Or the one after that. Or maybe in three months. Surely, in four. 

That bunk was what made "Shovel-ready jobs" such an embarrassing laugh line. 

Those two recovering senators, Obama and Biden, have danced around the jobs issue better than 
Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers ever could. 



Here's the pathetic truth about jobs under these guys: 

According to the latest figures from their own Department of Labor, since Jan. 20, 2009, that chilly 
first inauguration day, 11,472,000 Americans have left the workforce. 

That's as if every living human being in the state of Ohio was working and then wasn't. Or the 
entire population of four Chicago's. Or 14 San Francisco's. Or almost 18 Washington, D.C.'s went 
jobless. 

Put another way, ever since Aretha Franklin's huge hat sang-in Obama's era of "Hope & Change," 
5,682 Americans were out of a job every single day of every single week -- even the weeks Obama 
was vacationing. As he will be again later this week for half the month. After again promising to do 
everything he can to boost the economy. 

So, around the clock for 2,019 days every hour another 237 additional job-holders stopped earning 
money they could spend to employ other job-holders. 

And they each stopped paying income and Social Security taxes. Not to mention falling behind in 
pursuit of that dream of middle-class life that the Democrat professes to assist so ardently. 

But wait, there's more. The new EPA regulations designed to strangle the coal industry will snuff 
out an estimated 800,000 additional jobs. 

And ObamaCare has yet to take full effect in the workplace. For some strange reason, its authors 
wrote in requirements perversely discouraging employers from keeping full-time workers, by 
exempting the need to pay healthcare coverage for anyone working less than 30 hours. 

Take this June, for instance. Obama boasts the economy under his administration helped to create 
"about 300,000 new jobs." (Actually, 288,000.) 

OK. Let's look inside those numbers. During that month the United States, in fact, lost 523,000 full-
time jobs. They were replaced by 811,000 new jobs. 

That might look good, until you realize that only 12,000 of those new jobs -- 1.4% -- were full-time. 
The other 799,000 "new jobs" -- nearly 99% -- that Obama's claiming credit for were only part-time. 

Apparently, in his remarks President Obama can't find time to go into such detail. We're pleased to 
help him out. 

  
  
  
FiveThirtyEight 
Republicans Remain Slightly Favored To Take Control Of The Senate  
by Nate Silver 

If Americans elected an entirely new set of senators every two years — as they elect members of 
the House of Representatives — this November’s Senate contest would look like a stalemate. 
President Obama remains unpopular; his approval ratings have ticked down a point or two over the 
past few months. But the Republican Party remains a poor alternative in the eyes of many voters, 
which means it may not be able to exploit Obama’s unpopularity as much as it otherwise might. 



Generic Congressional ballot polls — probably the best indicator of the public’s overall mood 
toward the parties — suggest a relatively neutral partisan environment. Most of those polls show 
Democrats with a slight lead, but many of them are conducted among registered voters, meaning 
they can overstate Democrats’ standing as compared with polls of the people most likely to vote. 
Republicans usually have a turnout advantage, especially in midterm years, and their voters 
appear to be more enthusiastic about this November’s elections. Still, the gap is not as wide as it 
was in 2010. 

The problem for Democrats is that this year’s Senate races aren’t being fought in neutral territory. 
Instead, the Class II senators on the ballot this year come from states that gave Obama an 
average of just 46 percent of the vote in 2012. 

Democrats hold the majority of Class II seats now, but that’s because they were last contested in 
2008, one of the best Democratic years of the past half-century. That year, Democrats won the 
popular vote for the U.S. House by almost 11 percentage points. Imagine if 2008 had been a 
neutral partisan environment instead. We can approximate this by applying a uniform swing of 11 
percentage points toward Republicans in each Senate race. In that case, Democrats would have 
lost the races in Alaska, Colorado, Louisiana, Minnesota, New Hampshire, North Carolina and 
Oregon — and Republicans would already hold a 52-48 majority in the Senate. 

It therefore shouldn’t be surprising that we continue to see Republicans as slightly more likely than 
not to win a net of six seats this November and control of the Senate. A lot of it is simply reversion 
to the mean. This may not be a “wave” election as 2010 was, but Republicans don’t need a wave 
to take over the Senate. 

However, I also want to advance a cautionary note. It’s still early, and we should not rule out the 
possibility that one party could win most or all of the competitive races. 

It can be tempting, if you cover politics for a living, to check your calendar, see that it’s already 
August, and conclude that if there were a wave election coming we would have seen more signs of 
it by now. But political time is nonlinear and a lot of waves are late-breaking, especially in midterm 
years. Most forecasts issued at this point in the cycle would have considerably underestimated 
Republican gains in the House in 1994 or 2010, for instance, or Democratic gains in the Senate in 
2006. (These late shifts don’t always work to the benefit of the minority party; in 2012, the 
Democrats’ standing in Senate races improved considerably after Labor Day.) A late swing toward 
Republicans this year could result in their winning as many as 10 or 11 Senate seats. Democrats, 
alternatively, could limit the damage to as few as one or two races. These remain plausible 
scenarios — not “Black Swan” cases. 

Still, the most likely outcome involves the Republicans winning about the six seats they need to 
take over the Senate, give or take a couple. What follows are probabilistic estimates of each party 
winning each race. (These forecasts are not the result of a formal model or statistical algorithm — 
although they’re based on an assessment of the same major factors that our algorithm uses.) 





Summing the probabilities of each race yields an estimate of 51 seats for Republicans. That makes 
them very slight favorites — perhaps somewhere in the neighborhood of 60-40 — to take control of 
the Senate, but also doesn’t leave them much room for error. This bottom line is not much 
changed from our forecasts in June or in March (or even the one we issued last July). 

The outlook in some races has changed — but most of these changes are minor. At this point in 
the cycle, I’d be suspicious of a large swing in a forecast in the absence of some precipitating 
event. Most voters are not paying much attention to the campaigns yet — in 2010, Google search 
traffic for the term “midterm elections” was only about one-sixth as high in August as in October. 
Furthermore, many important races lack high-quality polling. Apparent shifts may reflect pollster 
“house effects” — or statistical noise. After Labor Day, polling changes will be more likely to reflect 
true changes in voter sentiment. 

Races where Republican chances have improved 

There are shifts working to the GOP’s benefit in five states. The largest change is in Montana, 
where we’d previously given the Democratic Sen. John Walsh, who was appointed to replace the 
retiring Sen. Max Baucus earlier this year, just a 15 percent chance of retaining his seat. Now we 
have his chances even lower, at 5 percent. The main reason is the revelation that Walsh 
plagiarized passages of his master’s thesis at the United States Army War College. Walsh was 
already well behind his Republican opponent, Rep. Steve Daines, in the polls and was going to 
need almost everything to break right to come back in the race. This was like an NFL team 
throwing a pick-six when it was already down 17-3. 

Two other changes are the result of Republican primaries. In Mississippi, incumbent Sen. Thad 
Cochran won his runoff against Chris McDaniel, partly with the help of African-American voters. 
Most of those African-Americans will wind up voting for the Democrat, Travis Childers, in 
November. But Mississippi’s white voters represent the majority of its turnout and are 
overwhelmingly Republican; there aren’t many swing voters in the state and it would take a truly 
awful Republican nominee to put the party at much risk. Cochran is comfortably ahead in polls 
since the runoff. 

We also have Republican chances slightly improved — to 75 percent from 70 percent — in 
Georgia, where the party has nominated David Perdue, a former CEO. This is Perdue’s first 
campaign, and ordinarily there’s reason to be suspicious of candidates who haven’t previously held 
elected office; our research shows they tend to underperform their early polling. However, this is 
also the first time the Democratic nominee, Michelle Nunn, has run for office. Furthermore, Perdue 
is running as a pragmatic, “Main Street” conservative. The bigger risk to Republicans would have 
been nominating an extremely conservative candidate who might have lost votes in the Atlanta 
suburbs. 

Perdue has also pulled slightly ahead of Nunn in the polls. It’s a dubious bunch of surveys, full of 
partisan polls and “robopolls.” In the absence of high-quality polling, one should default toward 
placing more weight on the “fundamentals” of the race. In our view, those don’t favor Democrats in 
a midterm year. President Obama wasn’t that far from winning Georgia in 2008, but he came close 
because of votes from African-Americans and college students — groups that don’t turn out as 
reliably in the midterms. 

In Arkansas, we have have Republican Rep. Tom Cotton with a 60 percent chance of defeating 
the Democratic incumbent, Sen. Mark Pryor — up from 55 percent in June. A few other statistical 
forecasts have the race shifting more in Cotton’s direction, while “subjective” forecasts like that by 
the Cook Political Report still have the race as a true toss-up. 



The reason we’re hedging is because of the low quality of the polling. A number of recent polls 
have shown Cotton ahead — but almost all of them use non-traditional methodologies, are 
partisan polls, or both. The last “gold standard” poll in the state came way back in May, from Marist 
College, and had Pryor with an 11-point lead. 

Pryor almost certainly isn’t that far ahead. His campaign’s internal poll, released last week, put him 
six points in front. But the polls a campaign releases to the media are usually badly biased in favor 
of its candidate; on average, campaigns exaggerate their candidate’s standing by about six 
percentage points. That would imply that Pryor’s poll sees the race as a toss-up once “unskewed.” 

If the polls of the race are confusing, shouldn’t we turn to the fundamentals? The problem is that 
they’re also hard to pin down. Arkansas has become an extremely red state, but Pryor is a 
moderate Democrat while Cotton is a conservative Republican who is sometimes associated with 
the Tea Party. Pryor won re-election without drawing a Republican challenger in 2008 — but his 
former Democratic colleague in the Senate, Blanche Lincoln, lost by 21 percentage points in 2010. 
Arkansas is a race that calls for some caution until we get some better polling. 

Iowa is another tricky case. There, we have Republican Joni Ernst with a 45 percent chance (up 
from 40 percent in June) of defeating Democratic Rep. Bruce Braley. The polling in Iowa has been 
more consistent than in Arkansas and has the race virtually tied. 

Our model will view the fundamentals of the race as slightly favoring Braley. The candidate-quality 
measures it evaluates all come out in his favor: He rates as being slightly closer to the center of the 
electorate than Ernst, he’s been elected to a higher office, and he’s raised considerably more 
money. Iowa is normally as purple as purple states get — the sort of state where candidate quality 
can make a difference. 

But Braley lost ground in the polls after referring to Iowa Republican Sen. Chuck Grassley as a 
“farmer from Iowa who never went to law school.” And President Obama’s approval ratings have 
been conspicuously low in Iowa. It’s hard to say why — we haven’t observed a similar pattern in 
demographically similar states like Minnesota and Wisconsin — and it may be a statistical fluke. 

There are some very tricky races this year and perhaps we’ll see more disagreement between 
forecasts than we did in 2010 or 2012, depending on what factors they emphasize. 

Races where Democratic chances have improved 

There are also a couple of changes that favor Democrats. One is in New Hampshire, where we 
have Sen. Jeanne Shaheen’s chances of holding her seat at 90 percent, up from 80 percent. In 
Minnesota, meanwhile, we have Sen. Al Franken as a 95 percent favorite, up from 90 percent 
before. 

In theory, both Franken and Shaheen are somewhat vulnerable. New Hampshire is an 
extraordinarily “swingy” state and Shaheen’s opponent, the former Massachusetts Sen. Scott 
Brown, is well credentialed. Franken won his election by the narrowest possible margin in 2008 
and has a very liberal voting record in Minnesota, which is not as much of a blue state as it once 
was. 

But both also have reasonably good approval ratings. And they’ve held fairly consistent leads in 
head-to-head polls — by about 12 points in Franken’s case and eight points in Shaheen’s. 
Furthermore, both have often been at or above 50 percent of the vote in polls of likely voters — 
incumbents who achieve that distinction very rarely lose. 



Minnesota and New Hampshire may be cases that speak to the differences between the 2010 and 
2014 political environments. In 2010, a Republican wave year, the Democratic incumbent Sen. 
Russ Feingold lost re-election despite his passable approval ratings. This year, Shaheen and 
Franken seem pretty safe. 

The other change favoring Democrats is very minor: In Kansas, we give them a 5 percent chance 
of winning, up from 1 percent in June. Those slim chances probably depend upon Milton Wolf, an 
extremely conservative candidate, upsetting the incumbent Sen. Pat Roberts in the Republican 
primary this week. (Roberts is favored in the primary, but polling in congressional primaries can be 
erratic.) More likely, however, Republicans’ larger concern in Kansas will be Gov. Sam Brownback, 
whose approval ratings are underwater and who is in a close race against Democrat Paul Davis. 

There are also a couple of races where other forecasters have shown a change in favor of 
Democrats but where we don’t think there’s enough information to merit a shift and have the races 
at 50-50 instead. In North Carolina, the majority of recent polling has shown Democratic Sen. Kay 
Hagan slightly ahead of Republican Thom Tillis. But the polls are of dubious quality — and some 
are of registered voters, a big deal in North Carolina, where midterm-year turnout looks a lot 
different from turnout in presidential years. Some polls also give a fair amount of the vote to the 
Libertarian candidate, Sean Haugh — with most of those votes presumably taken from Tillis — but 
third-party candidates often see their polling fade down the stretch. 

Meanwhile, in Alaska – which has a track record of inaccurate polling — some models now 
perceive a slight advantage for the incumbent, Democratic Sen. Mark Begich. We think the polling 
is too thin and too inconsistent to warrant that prediction, particularly given that the GOP has not 
yet held its Aug. 19 primary. 

  
  
  
Right Turn 
Pull the plug on those phony Sunday talk shows 
by Jennifer Rubin 
  
On the Sunday talk shows, American politicians come in three categories. The first are there to 
impart spin that neither the host nor the audience buys. The second are there to be the subject of 
ridicule by the mainstream media and thereby prove helpful to Democrats. The third are there for 
the media to test and prod potential candidates for something. (Obtaining information from pols or 
determining their position on an issue is a minor concern. With 24/7 news, social media and uber-
partisanship, it is rare that a pol ever says something new, informative or surprising.) All three 
categories were on full display Sunday. 

We’ve noted before that when it comes to laughable spin on an Obama administration scandal or 
political ploy, the White House often resorts to sending out Dan Pfeiffer, who seems incapable of 
being shamed and will gladly say anything. It has gotten to the point that when he appears, you 
know something laughably false is going to be said. We were not disappointed on ABC’s “This 
Week”: 

GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Finally, on this whole specter of impeachment, so much talk 
about impeachment the last couple of weeks in Washington. As you know, a lot of Republicans say 
that you personally are the person fueling this. You want to keep this debate going to have 
Democrats rile up their base. 



I want to show Nate Silver FiveThirtyEight did a piece this week where he said Democrats are way 
more obsessed with impeachment than Republicans. It turns out there were more mentions in 
Congress by Democrats than Republicans. 

MSNBC has talked about impeachment five times more than Fox News. Of course, you’re raising a 
lot of money on this, as well. 

So I wonder how you respond to these findings and the charge that it’s Democrats fueling this talk? 

PFEIFFER: Well, I think what we — what I said was that it would be foolish to discount the 
possibility that this Republican Congress, at some point in time, would consider impeachment. 

STEPHANOPOULOS: But the speaker said it’s not going to happen. The chairman of the House 
Judiciary Committee… 

PFEIFFER: Right. 

STEPHANOPOULOS: — told me it’s not going to happen. 

PFEIFFER: Right. And five days before the government shutdown, the speaker said there was no 
way we’d shut the government — government down over health care. And then we did. 

And in the House of Representatives, John Boehner may have the gavel, but Ted Cruz has the 
power. And so I… 

STEPHANOPOULOS: You don’t really think impeachment is possible? 

PFEIFFER: I — well, I — when the House takes an unprecedented step to sue the president of the 
United States, for inde — for — even though he is issuing executive orders at the lowest rate in 
100 years, I think it would foolish to discount the possibility. 

STEPHANOPOULOS: So the talk is going to keep on going. 

At the end there, Stephanopoulos seemed a tad annoyed. (A former White House spinner himself, 
Stephanopoulos probably never would have stooped to purveying such nonsense.) 

Moving on to category two, the only purpose of having Rep. Steve King (R-Iowa) on to speak 
about immigration and impeachment is to generate headlines for the following day: “Republican 
congressman says ridiculous thing” or “Republicans support ridiculous thing.” The media and 
Democrats know that King has been repeatedly admonished by his own party and speaks for 
practically no one. Why not have on someone who does speak for the mainstream and really might 
give a sense of what is likely to happen? Oh, c’mon — what fun would that be? It’s far better to 
goad the man who emits vile bigotry and spouts fake statistics at the drop of the hat. The real 
journalistic sin here is that no one has the nerve to explain that he is an outcast and reviled in his 
own caucus. What he says, therefore, is not news. It’s un-news — it’s imparting a false impression 
that King is important. (Imagine interviewing Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.) as the exemplar of the 
Democratic Party.) This is an equal-opportunity sin, by the way. This past Sunday, Fox News was 
the network that hosted him. 

Category three is the “kick the tires” on a candidate interview. The funniest example is when, as 
occurred on CNN’s “State of the Union,” the host calls on a potential presidential hopeful who has 



taken some action (in this case Texas Gov. Rick Perry on the border) and then begins to question 
whether this is all political and a ploy for the benefit of presidential primary voters. In situations 
such as this one, the media are trying to ride the buzz of a potential campaign or else trying to 
throw cold water on a campaign by discounting whatever the action was as mere politics. After all, 
they invited him on the show to talk about the move as pure politics. The headline the next day 
reads: “Perry denies it’s all about 2016” — the implication of which is that we smart people know 
that’s not true. For all of this non-news, just have a Democratic consultant (or the host, same 
difference) or Republican rival say, “It’s all politics” and someone else say, “It’s not.” It would be as 
enlightening, but of course it would be useless fodder for online clicks or headlines. 

And that gets us to a related issue. “Meet the Press” is dying, drifting down in the ratings and 
generally only mentioned in media and political circles to bemoan the passing of the Tim Russert 
era and to deservedly rag on the hapless David Gregory. (We’ve been doing the latter for a couple 
of years now; it’s only recently that conventional wisdom has come to the conclusion that he is 
helping to kill the brand.) Why replace it with anything? Surely the world will not suffer if the “only” 
Sunday talk shows are on ABC, CBS, CNN and Fox News. 

Indeed, there is a sameness to all these shows, which leads one to forget who was on which show 
and even what show you are watching (especially if there is a guest host who once was on another 
network). Rather than have yet another formulaic Sunday show, why not have an hour of solid 
investigative journalism? Bring back Ted Koppel (or a younger incarnation) and do the Sunday 
morning equivalent of “Nightline.” Put on a smart game show or another hour of sports. Anything. 
We really don’t need another canned Sunday talk show where, wink-wink, “the news” is faux news 
and the object is really to manipulate and not inform the audience. Come to think of it, that’s 
properly called a “political ad.” 

  
  
  
Townhall 
Placing Kids above Politics 
by Armstrong Williams 

During the first week of June, the United Negro College Fund (UNCF) received a generous $25 
million donation from conservative/libertarian billionaires Charles and David Koch.  

At a time when historically black colleges and universities are struggling to obtain funding for 
hopeful African Americans students, you would think that the UNCF and other prominent African 
American leaders would rejoice over the fifth largest donation in UNCF history.  

Instead, the reaction to the $25 million donation has been anything but thankful. Some individuals 
on twitter wrote “UNCF literally sells ‘their soul to the devil’ accepting checks from the Koch 
Brothers without knowing their evil history” or “Koch donation to UNCF tells children everywhere 
that money is first and integrity is unnecessary.”  

Executive director of Color for Change, Rashad Robinson, said, “Charity is not justice. Giving 
someone a check at the end of spending years putting in laws to suppress them is not justice. It's 
cover. It's maybe allowing the Kochs to sleep well at night.”  



President of the American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees (AFL-CIO), Lee 
Saunders, wrote a letter to President of UNCF, Dr. Michael Lomax, severing all ties between the 
two groups.  

Saunders wrote, “Therefore it is with the deepest regret that I write to notify you that we must sever 
our partnership. We are doing this as a result of actions you have taken as president of the UNCF 
that are not only deeply hostile to the rights and dignity of public employees, but also a profound 
betrayal of the ideals of the civil rights movement.”  

Apparently Mr. Saunders believes that donating $25 million to help send African American boys 
and girls to college is a “betrayal of the ideals of the civil rights movement!”  

Since when did empowering black kids with the opportunity to expand their education become a 
violation of civil rights? Mr. Saunders falsely argues that since the Koch Brothers have fought for 
voter identification laws, they must be racist against African Americans.  

Civil rights activist and artistic entertainer Harry Belafonte went so far as calling the Koch Brothers 
“white supremacists.” But why would so-called “white supremacists” pay for the college education 
of thousands of black students? Isn’t this a direct contradiction?  

Does it make any logical sense that because the Koch Brothers have donated to conservative and 
libertarian causes in the past, their recent $25 million donation is now somehow tainted? Is it no 
longer possible in America for two groups who typically don’t see eye to eye on many issues to 
work together on one very important issue: empowering the future generation of black Americans?  

The Koch Brothers, like many other American citizens including prominent African Americans like 
myself, believe big government policies work against the black community by incentivizing 
dependency over individual choice and freedom.  

The big government policies of the current administration have made life harder on the black 
community. The percentage of African Americans living in poverty under President Obama has 
actually increased while the unemployment rate among African Americans has dropped by one 
percent, and this is mostly due to the historic amount of African Americans leaving the work force. 
We are worse off under President Obama.  

Accusing the Koch Brothers of racism because you disagree with them on public policy and then 
telling the UNCF to reject their donation is not only ignorant, but cruel. Cruel to the thousands of 
black Americans who are currently benefiting and will benefit from the generous donation of two 
brothers who want to see all Americans lifted out of poverty and receive a high quality education.  

President of UNCF, Michael Lomax, made the right decision in accepting the Koch Brother’s 
money and putting the future of so many kids above politics.  

In a statement concerning the donation Lomax said, “UNCF is proud to announce this new 
scholarship program that will help motivated and deserving students not just get to and through 
school, but to become our next generation of innovators and entrepreneurs. We are enormously 
grateful to Koch Industries and the Charles Koch Foundation for their long-standing support of 
UNCF and for helping to create new opportunities for earned success and a better future for our 
students.”  

Maybe Mr. Saunders and others like him will open their eyes and see that they have the wrong 
idea about conservatives. We are not cold-hearted and certainly not racist. We simply believe 



limited government and free market policies give Americans of every color the best opportunity to 
thrive in this country. Putting individuals above politics was the right choice to make.  

  
  
  

 
  

 
  



 
  
 


